
   

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Melissa Gilliland Named PRS Southeastern Regional Series Top Lady  

OVERLAND PARK, Kan. – October 26, 2021 – Bushnell®, an industry leader in 

performance optics, along with RCBS and Hoppe’s, is celebrating pro shooter 

Melissa Gilliland’s strong finish at the PRS Southeastern Regional Finale, which 

took place at the Arena Training Facility in Blakely, Georgia. 

Gilliland finished the match as Top Lady and 20th overall at the Finale. Her strong finish 

at the match combined with multiple top placements throughout the season also earned 

her Top Lady and 14th overall for this year’s Southeastern Regional Series. During the 

match, Gilliland used the new Bushnell Elite Tactical DMR3 scope with G4P reticle and 

relied on her RCBS reloading equipment and Hoppe’s gun care to see her through the 

finale. 

“This new glass from Elite Tactical was designed with a lot of team member input, and it 

shows,” Gilliland said. “The improved reticle, the quick 0.04-mil floating center dot, the 

wide eye box on every magnification level…attention to details like these make the 

difference in PRS competition. They definitely made the difference for me this week!” 

Gilliland continued, “When it comes to my reloading needs, RCBS is the only brand I 

trust. With the new ChargeMaster Supreme and Link dispenser, I know that every load 

will be consistent from start to finish and that’s accuracy you just can’t match.”  

With her qualifying finish at the Southeastern Regional Finale, Gilliland will be heading to 

the PRS Pro Series Finale, which takes place November 6 in Raton, New Mexico. 

“It has been an awesome season and I’ve really enjoyed all of the matches that I have 

shot as part of the Southeastern Regional Series,” Gilliland said. “I’m looking forward to 

competing in the PRS Finale next month and I can’t thank my sponsors enough for all of 

their support. My gear is second to none and I hope to be able to end the season on a 

high note.”  

 

https://www.bushnell.com/elite-tactical/elite-tactical-3.5-21x50-dmr3-riflescope-g4p-reticle/BU-ETDMR3G4.html
https://www.rcbs.com/priming-and-powder-charging/powder-throwing/chargemaster-supreme-electronic-powder-dispenser/16-98943.html
https://www.rcbs.com/priming-and-powder-charging/chargemaster-link-electronic-powder-dispenser/16-98944.html


   

About Bushnell 

Bushnell, a Vista Outdoor brand, has been the industry leader in high-performance sports optics for more 
than 70 years. Our guiding principle is to provide the highest quality, most reliable and affordable sports 
optics products on the market. And, our commitment to outstanding customer service and strong retailer 
partnerships is unmatched. Bushnell boasts leading market share in all of the sports optics categories, 
and our products have consistently won design and performance awards. Our product lines enhance the 
enjoyment of every outdoor pursuit from spectator sports, nature study, hunting, fishing and birding to 
stargazing. For news and information, visit www.bushnell.com or follow us on Instagram at 
www.instagram.com/bushnell_official/ and Facebook at www.facebook.com/bushnell. 

About RCBS 

RCBS has dedicated itself to the craft of reloading ammunition since it was founded in 1943. RCBS 
started with one simple bullet die and has grown into the leading manufacturer of reloading equipment for 
rifles and pistols. Reloading is an exact process with tight tolerances. It requires precision and skill to be 
done correctly. That’s why RCBS makes state-of-the-art products – everything from presses, dies, shell 
holders, powder measurers and priming products. All are backed by RCBS’s industry-leading reputation 
to give you a premium reloading experience. RCBS: Precisioneered Reloading. For more information, 
visit www.rcbs.com, connect on Instagram at www.instagram.com/rcbsreloading/ or on Facebook at 
www.facebook.com/RCBSReloading/. 

 
About Hoppe’s 

In 1903, Frank August Hoppe mixed nine chemicals and created the world’s most effective gun cleaner. 
As a well-trained young soldier, Frank knew that gun care went far beyond just a clean rifle, but actually 
helped to ensure his safety while on the front lines of battle. Since that time, Hoppe’s has emerged as the 
leading gun care company, having grown along-side hunters, shooters and soldiers who depend on their 
firearms every day. It has remained the most trusted name in gun care by advancing and evolving 
technologies to meet those needs. From the ever popular and versatile No. 9™, and the quick and easy 
BoreSnake®, to the marvel of efficiency we call Gun Medic, Hoppe’s is the only name you need to know 
for firearm cleaning and protection. For more information, visit www.hoppes.com, connect on Instagram at 
www.instagram.com/hoppesguncare/ or on Facebook at www.facebook.com/hoppesguncare 
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